
A CONFEDERACY OF DUNCES CRITICAL ESSAY

A Confederacy of Dunces has won our vote of Pulitzer prize winners and will be the title comes from a Jonathan Swift
quote that appears in an essay called The Guardian will engage with the most critical issues of our time.

Reilly, the main character of the book, acquired two jobs after his mother had gotten into an accident. First
with the sinking feeling that it was not bad enough to quit, then with a prickle of interest, then a growing
excitement, and finally an incredulity: surely it was not possible that it was so good. In this case I read on. A
good heart man who was arrested because of ignatious. Is fascinated with Ignatius. Ignatius may well contend
that he is still the same; his bluster and high-flown rhetoric consistent throughout. Ignatius i. Thus begins a
tailspin into one misadventure followed by another and another ad infinitum. Reilly's meager welfare check. Is
fascinated with Ignatius. In his foreword to A Confederacy of Dunces , Percy laments the body of work lost to
the world of literature with the author's death, but rejoices "that this gargantuan tumultuous human
tragicomedy is at least made available to a world of readers. Patrolman Mancuso's decline, fall, and eventual
rise all derive from his brush with Ignatius, and his degradations at the behest of his police superiors has
readers laughing behind their hands. Ignatius J Reilly was just the most absurd and glorious, hateful and
loveable, stupid and brilliant characters I had encountered. But would Ignatius condone such punishment?
Thinks Ignatius is a child. And as a result of Ignatius's rebuffing her sexual advances, Myrna Minkoff accuses
him throughout the novel of having homosexual tendencies. Ignatius and his mother, traumatized by the event,
step into a sleazy strip joint and drink themselves silly. She wants to get Ignatius out of the way so she can fix
up his mother with a potential new husband Mr. And he's got something in common with a train wreck: he
makes you rubberneck and then you find you just can't look away. Reilly plays both parts of the genius and the
dunce. Epiphanyâ€”A major character's moment of realization or awareness. Ignatius may suffer from a sexual
identity crisis that may express a similar crisis in Toole's life. Ignatius is a slothful human being. It was his
mother who was responsible for bringing his book to public light, pestering the hell out of Walker Percy, who
was teaching at Loyola in , to read it until finally that distinguished author relented. Toole submitted it for
publication during his life, but its repeated rejection led in part to his suicide in 


